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Staring at the Sea

We moved to Dorset in November 2014. It was stormy all 
winter and when some friends visited from London in the 
new year, we walked to the cliffs at Eype to watch waves 
crashing onto the shingle beach below. 

‘Imagine being out there, at sea,’ Charles said.
‘I’ve been out there,’ I told him. 
The invitation to imagine sent my memory whirling:  

I’d driven sailing boats through Atlantic storms with giant 
swells collapsing around me into avalanches of foam; 
I’d paddled out on a surfboard to waves that looked big 
from the shore and immense when I was among them, 
lying on my belly and staring at their crests as they turned 
clear as glass, then shattered and came tumbling down on  
my head…

‘Yes,’ said Charles, and frowned. Perhaps he thought 
I hadn’t heard him – or that an act of imagination was 
beyond me. He cupped his hands around his mouth and 
shouted, ‘Look at the waves,’ then stabbed a finger at  
the sea.
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I didn’t need to look: I could feel them – feel the ground 
tremble underfoot as they detonated against the shore, feel 
the compression in my ears as each blast passed. And it hurt 
to be standing on a cliff in Dorset, staring at the medium 
that in turns had made me brave and scared me witless, 
fielding inane remarks from an old friend who liked his 
salt water flat, warm, and clear: St Tropez in summer, the 
Maldives or Barbados in other seasons; who’d dedicated 
himself to the comforts of life long ago, at the expense of 
neglecting its challenges. 

Like Charles, you can stare at the sea and pretend to be 
moved, but imagination has its limits. You can’t learn much 
about it from the shore. Even when you’re being lashed 
with spray and horizontal squalls of wind and rain on a cliff 
top, you’re still perched on solid ground, and so insulated 
from its power and, indeed, vitality. The sea is in constant 
motion. It flows, rises, spins and judders, and even when its 
swells are metronomic, as if each were a heartbeat, there 
are always cross-rhythms that add flickers to its pulse. The 
glassiest breakers have potholes and bulges on their faces. 
Tides whirl to and fro beneath flat calms as the oceans follow 
the pull of the moon. Giant submarine waves, visible only 
from satellites on clear days, march between the continents 
in cycles ranging from fourteen days to hundreds of years 
as the earth spins and bobs around the sun. 

Your feelings about the sea change once you’ve been in 
it and over it and under it. It’s like having a moody and 
violent lover who teaches you that pain is the price of 
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pleasure, but who’s worth the loving nonetheless, and who 
arouses you in ways that are unimaginable unless you’ve  
experienced them. 

As we trudged back from Eype towards Sunday lunch,  
I thought about how I might get back in the sea. Until two 
years before it had been my playground. Then my left hip 
started to crumble with osteoarthritis and I lived as a near- 
cripple for eighteen months. It was bone-on-bone in the 
socket and when I saw X-rays of the damage, I realized 
that my body would never heal itself. I had to wait for a 
hip-resurfacing operation and take the pills in between. 
That period marked a clear division in my life. I went 
from being active both in the water and on the land, from 
surfing, sailing and trekking up mountains, to limping 
short distances and slumping indoors. I shrank away from 
physical contact with other people lest they nudged against 
me accidentally and plunged me into pain. 

Defensive behaviour blackened my thoughts: I searched 
for marks of decay in my friends, to reassure myself that I 
wasn’t leading the pack towards the grave. I delighted when 
some filled out, slowed down and embraced middle age, as if 
they’d been seeking it their whole lives. They bought bigger, 
softer chairs and followed football teams on television with 
a passion that was disproportionate to either their interest 
or involvement in the game when young. They also used 
their children as proxies, deluding themselves that their 
faculties were still alive, albeit in other bodies, and would 
tell me with pride how little Simon or India had won the 
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egg-and-spoon race at school, and expect me to congratulate 
them for the victory as if it had been their own.

My hip was resurfaced in July 2014. Kindly Mr Latham 
cut through skin and muscle, severed a few tendons, 
dislocated my joint, whipped the top off my femur, screwed 
a titanium hemisphere in its place, ground out the socket 
in my pelvis, cemented a matching metal cup into the 
bone, reconnected the joint, and stitched up and stapled 
back together everything he’d disturbed, all within ninety 
minutes. The operation itself is one of those overlooked 
marvels of medical science – like pacemakers – that do so 
much to prolong life or make it pleasant again. A century 
ago I’d have been doomed to spend the rest of my years  
as an invalid. 

Recuperation was mental as much as physical: over the 
first six weeks, as I passed from crutches to a single stick 
and then learned to walk again, I enjoyed a rare spell of 
objectivity. I had to acknowledge that I was middle-aged 
– over the hill – and when the ground starts to fall under 
your feet all is new again. I hadn’t felt so uncertain since 
my teens, when I was on the upward slope, the world was 
full of a dizzying array of promises and it had seemed that 
I might ascend forever. 

I realized I was faced with two options: the first was to 
continue the defensive behaviour I’d adopted prior to my 
operation. Since I was falling apart, surely it was best to 
avoid anything that might hasten the process? Why not give 
up, grow fat and resort to passive forms of entertainment 
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and vicarious pleasures? I was frightened, however, of the 
mental damage such a surrender might cause. Would my 
mind follow my body into decline? Would I – in the sense 
of the ‘I’ behind my eyes – sink into a make-believe world 
as the grey matter melted? Fantasizing certainly increases 
as middle age advances: the older you get, the taller your 
stories. Perhaps this is a rare example of nature being kind, 
by softening our minds as age withers our flesh. Every-
body deserves a splendid past, whether real or imagined.  
It becomes the substitute for a glorious future when even 
the most ardent optimist has to acknowledge that their 
chances of glory have slipped away. 

The second option was to behave as if the past two 
years of pain had been aberrations, and this was more 
appealing: I wasn’t ready to follow the examples of my 
sedentary friends. I didn’t want to put the cork back in 
the bottle and call it a night. I’d rather act as if I was still 
on the way up the hill and keep alive some of the dreams 
I had when I was young, of what I might achieve in life, 
and perhaps even fulfil them. While many have become 
impossible, or improbable – I’ve left it too late to open 
the bowling for England and it’s unlikely that I’ll turn 
quantum physics on its head, or be called up to fight for 
my country – there’s plenty of time yet before senescence 
and plenty left to achieve, hang onto, or let go of with  
good grace. 

*
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I walked to Eype again the next morning, this time alone. 
The wind had died and the waves were clean, as if God had 
ruled lines onto the sea. Out of habit, I scanned the beach 
for a peak that could be surfed, and when I saw a ‘V’ of 
white water with its apex pointing at the horizon and its 
arms opening out towards the shore, I imagined being out 
there: waiting for the right wave then dropping down its 
face, carving turns across it and kicking out at the very last 
instant as it exploded into spray and spume under my feet. 
I found that I was twitching as I performed these actions in 
my memory. 

I’d loved surfing although I’d never been as good at it 
before my operation as I hoped. It had seemed that with 
just a little more time I’d reach a higher level, but then 
time had run out. In particular, I’d always wanted to be 
proficient enough to realize a dream that I’d had since my 
teens, which was to catch a tube. Tubes occur when deep-
water swells slam up against a shallow coast. The base of 
each wave is deflected and its crest pitches forward to create 
a temporary tunnel along its face. The aim is to ride inside 
the tunnel as it closes behind you, but before it rolls you up 
and spits you out onto whatever it is breaking – a sandbar, 
a stone ledge, or a coral reef.

Most people in the world have seen a picture of a tube, 
even if they live in a city a thousand miles distant from 
any coast. The image of a surfer tucked under the lip of a 
breaking wave is a twenty-first-century icon, used to sell 
soft drinks, credit cards, beer, aftershave and toothpaste.  
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It appeals across cultures and creeds. It suggests indep en-
d ence, vigour and hygiene. It also has a hint of mysticism: 
the surfer might be a saint alone in a deep-blue sky, and the 
tube their route to Heaven.

Tubes are more difficult to ride than the surfers pictured 
inside them suggest. You can’t just borrow a board and go 
and catch one on your first day out – unless one catches 
you and breaks your bones. They are, moreover, short-lived 
thrills: the world record for time spent inside a tube is 
about thirty seconds. Most rides last between two and ten 
seconds, or about the same as a male orgasm. The experience 
is said to be spiritual as well as carnal. According to the 
Hawaiian surfer Gerry Lopez, one of the first generation 
to ride tubes and to measure his state of mind when inside 
them, the world falls quiet and seems to slow down. ‘This 
slow-motion sensation, combined with the silence, had me 
wondering whether I had entered a different world from 
the one outside the tube. The most distinct impression I 
experienced inside the tube was a feeling of complete awe.’

My friends who have caught tubes echo Lopez and say 
that time inside them is transcendent – time outside time. 
Some have even talked of experiencing rebirth, as they 
travelled down a liquid tunnel, pulsing with energy, towards 
an ‘O’ of light.

So why not try to catch one now? If time really slowed 
down or stopped inside a tube, then perhaps I could steal 
a few seconds back from middle age: pause time’s arrow 
mid-flight, if only for the space of a single heartbeat? It was 
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a dizzying challenge. I sat down on the turf at the top of 
the cliff and weighed it up in my mind. It would be a quest 
with a goal but without a timetable, and carried out within 
the limitations of family life. I didn’t have the money to pay 
for a dedicated expedition, with expert hands guiding me 
towards the perfect wave, or the time to skip off to Australia 
or Bali for a year and live in a hut behind a beach. It would 
be an affair of cold seas, clammy wetsuits and messy swells 
rather than the idyllic version of surfing pictured in adverts. 
And it wouldn’t be easy. Even assuming I regained fitness 
and balance and pushed my skills to a level I’d never yet 
reached, I might not find a tube to catch, for they’re both 
rare and fickle. A surfing break might grind out tubes all 
day every day for a week, then remain calm for a year. And 
at that break you might have to be in a single square yard 
of water, travelling at precisely the right speed, to catch 
one when it appeared, and this virtual window would be a 
moving target, which opened for a split second then rolled 
up and vanished if you arrived too late.

There was also the little matter of heart: I’d have to 
fall before I flew, and surfing hands out beatings to its 
aficion ados when they err, bruising their bodies, flooding 
their lungs with seawater, blowing out their eardrums and 
snapping their spines. The anticipation of pain, or the wish 
to avoid suffering it, was a real obstacle. I’d learned – by 
trial and error – how to pick a path around it, how to have 
fun without tears and how to save heartbeats for pleasure 
rather than wasting them on fear. I’d have to trust the 
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doctors that my new titanium hip joint would bed in and 
the bone grow over it like a tree’s roots around a stone. 
Rather than worrying that the least impact might wreck 
this delicate arrangement of flesh and artifice, plunge me 
into agony and send me back to crutches, I’d have to push 
on and test its limits while the rest of me was sound.

There was much to be won: I wanted to re-experience the 
elation one feels offshore where the ocean meets the coast 
and the waves are rolling in. I wanted to enjoy once again 
the sheer physicality of surfing. The experience is wet, cold, 
vibrant and loud. It’s like wrestling a shape-shifting giant 
that wraps itself around you and holds you down, or unrolls 
itself into an emerald runway that you glide over with foam 
at your heels, forgetting – for perhaps a millisecond – that 
you’re a slave to gravity. 

I also had unfinished business to settle with my adolescent 
self. If I could realize one of the ambitions I’d had at an age 
before my idealism had been tarnished by experience and 
cynicism, it would add a coherence to my life. Rather than 
seeing a series of snapshots of other me’s when I looked 
back, which recorded how I’d aged and changed, I’d prove 
to myself I was still the same dreamer, who’d once seen 
pictures of surfers riding tubes and said to himself with all 
the certainty of youth, ‘I’ll do that one day.’ 
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